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G2’s consumerization of software buying is accelerating in the age of AI
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B2B buyers now expect consumer-like shopping and
 we see AI accelerating this trend towards self service.

Personalized EasyTrusted



67%
Of buyers engage with sales  
after making a decision.

80%
Of buyers prefer a self-serve 
buying journey.

Source: 2023 Software Buyer Behavior Report; Selling with Data



Data from 1/1/21-12/31/21  • * Selling with Data #3 by Ayal Steinberg IBM, 
Vice President Global Sales, IBM's Data, AI, and Automation

98%
Of enterprise purchases 
start with a Google search.*

of the Fortune 500 
businesses use G2  

100%

Today

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/selling-data-3-98-enterprise-purchases-start-google-ayal-steinberg/


The AI explosion fueling software innovation 
and accelerating the shift to digital buying

GeminiChatGPT Copilot



Source: G2 data. 
Note: “Fastest-growing” includes high-level categories that had at least 100 new products added between January 1, 2023, and January 1, 2024. 

On G2 SaaS vendors are racing to launch new AI software solutions

AI categories gained 
769 new products 
over the past year. 

5 fastest-growing software markets by new G2 listings



LLMs, AI Image Generators and AI bots leading AI software growth as 
an explosion of new user-friendly tools come to market

Source: G2 data 
Note: ‘“Percent increase” calculates how much the category grew between Jan 1, 2023 and Jan 1, 2024, based on new product profiles created on G2 and added to the 
category in that timeframe. 

10 fastest-growing AI categories
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Large Language Models (LLMs)
AI Image Generators
AI Chatbots 
AI Code Generation
Synthetic Media

Generative AI Infrastructure

AI Writing Assistant

Text to Speech

Chatbots

Voice Recognition

775%

300%

200%

169%

63%

42%

29%

Total product count % increase year-over-year

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wmMw6naKQslqL10GmRJCbDxh_8nZWvCLOwc5GLt_ZcQ/edit#gid=605068417
https://www.g2.com/categories/large-language-models-llms
https://www.g2.com/categories/ai-image-generators
https://www.g2.com/categories/ai-chatbots
https://www.g2.com/categories/ai-code-generation
https://www.g2.com/categories/synthetic-media
https://www.g2.com/categories/generative-ai-infrastructure
https://www.g2.com/categories/ai-writing-assistant
https://www.g2.com/categories/text-to-speech
https://www.g2.com/categories/chatbots
https://www.g2.com/categories/voice-recognition


Sources: Crunchbase, October 2023; Pitchbook, December 2023

2018

$408M

$4.5B

Investment in Generative AI

AI is booming with record funding with AI companies making up 
one in five new unicorn companies in 2023 

2023

$5B

$27B

2022

5x

10x

15 companies in Q3 2023 
became unicorns, 
collectively adding $21B 
in value and were 
dominated by 
generative AI 
companies in text, 
translation, video, 
coding and human 
computer interaction.



G2’s data suggests software innovation 
will accelerate globally in 2024



Global democratization of software will continue: G2 trends show software leaders 
being built globally with 25% of global now leaders emerging from EMEA and APAC

Buyers becoming 
region-agnostic, and looking 
for best of breed software 
built by entrepreneurs 
anywhere in the world.

1. Source: Crunchbase 

AMER 75% of 
G2 Leaders

EMEA 18% of 
G2 Leaders

APAC 7% of 
G2 Leaders



SaaS market leaders started in APAC, such as Chargebee, have won 
buyer trust with G2 to fuel global growth

As modeled by Chargebee’s 
commitment to providing its 
global customer base with highly 
regarded products & G2 leader 
badges around the world

Sources: Chargebee website Feb 20224



Source: Bessemer Venture Partners, Sept. 2023

India-first SaaS companies Global-first SaaS companies in India
ARR & forecast over time ARR & forecast over time

Indian SaaS centaurs & unicorns to bring in $20B+ in revenue by 2030 by 
selling both to the growing domestic as well as global market

AR
R 

 ($
B)

Growing
+16% p.a.

Growing
+16% p.a.



Software Buyer behavior is 
changing rapidly and adoption of 
AI will continue to accelerate



Source: G2 2023 Software Buyer Behavior Report

Software buyers already believe AI features are critical when selecting 
software and trust in AI assistants in growing

81% of buyers say it’s important that the 
software they purchase has AI.

78% trust the accuracy and reliability of 
AI-powered solutions.



Popular AI Assistants Launched  
By Incumbent Leaders

Companies are rapidly adopting the AI assistants offered by leading 
vendors in their existing tech stacks 

Source: HubSpot survey of 648 sales professionals and 303 business leaders (Director-level+) in the US, in March 2023 on AI/automation

Nearly 6 in 10 business leaders have already 
invested in AI & automation for employee use

Yes

Has your company invested in AI/automation tools for 
employees to leverage in their roles? 

57%

No

43%



71%
already find that AI 
and automation tools 
are helpful for 
prospecting. 

60%
say AI tools are 
important to their 
overall sales strategy. 

80%
of sales pros say AI 
and automation tools 
help them spend less 
time on manual tasks.

Software sellers are using AI tools to help automate the buying process, 
while improving buyer experience and increasing sales efficiency. 

Source: Hubspot + G2 “Smarter Selling with AI”



What is G2 doing to lead in AI?



We launched G2 AI Monty… the ultimate 
software buying assistant 



G2 AI Monty connecting software buyers and sellers with adoption up 5-10x in H2 

For Buyers For SellersSupport Intelligence



For Buyers For SellersSupport Intelligence

The future of software buying and selling will be powered by conversational AI

Source: Dall-E



THANK YOU
Connect with me

linkedin.com/godardabel

@godardabel

godard@g2.com 



Contribute your 
authentic 
reviews for 
Chargebee today!


